
1. Do you live    here?

2. What's your     like?

3. Can you tell me about your     ?

4. What's   home like?

5. What are some fun       to do in your

 neighborhood?

6. How do you    to school?

7. What do you         do on your commute to

 school?

8. What's something you       like about

your neighborhood?

9. Where    you like to live in the future?

10. Would you like to live in a

 someday?

Correct Questions:     /10     Correct Answers:     /10

Audio Track 3

Your NeighborhoodUnit 3

around

don’t

get

mansion

neighborhood

neighbors

things

usually

would

your

Conversation Interview Questions Fill in the blanks with the above word choices. Listen to the

interview. Write or circle the answers you hear next to the questions. Question translations are on page 121.

about (35 / 45 / 55) minutes from here, in Kashiba

( residential / presidential ) area
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My neighbors are (                            ).

It’s a (   ) house.

Um…, kind of (   ) style.

Um…, it’s a little (  ).

In the summer it’s really

( ) and (       ).



studio apartment 
apartment
high-rise apartment building
condominium
mansion
in good shape
out of shape
urban
rural

in the countryside
neighbors
next door neighbor
the neighbor across the street

bike
bicycle
motorbike
scooter

1. Yeah, I live very close to     .

2. I live in an     area.

3. I don't really know my     very well.

4. We live on the 14th floor of a high-rise    building.

5. There are a lot of    things to do in my town.

6. I    my bike to school.

7. I usually study or    a book.

8. It's a little dirty and there are a lot of     and buses.

9. I'd love to live     someday.

10. I don't think I'd like to live in a     .

apartment
fun

in Tokyo
mansion

neighbors
read

ride
the university

trucks
urban

I’m a poor university student. X I live in a one-room mansion.

I live in a        .

X Can you teach me where you live?

Can you    me where you live?

A: What’s he like?   X B: He likes exercising.

B: He’s ( in good shape / muscle / exercise ).

Try to find out what is STRANGE or INCORRECT about the following sentences.

The following sentences are possible answers to the INTERVIEW QUESTIONS.

Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate words from the list.

Something’s Not Quite Right!

Useful Vocabulary

Reading:   One student reads the interview questions, another reads the above answers.

Exercises
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3 Your Neighborhood
A: American Man
B: Japanese Woman

A: Good morning, Yuna.
B: Good morning, William.
What’s up?
A: Nothing much. What’s up
with you?
B: Nothing really…, just getting
ready for today’s interview. You
ready?
A: Yep!

A: (1) Do you live around
here?
B: I live about 45 minutes from
here, in Kashiba, Nara.
A: Kashiba? Small town?
B: Yeah, pretty small, but it's
very nice.

A: (2) What's your
neighborhood1 like2?
B: It’s mostly a residential
area3. There are also a lot of
farms and mountains.
A: Sounds very peaceful and
quiet.
B: Yeah, it's nice but it can be a
little boring.

A: (3) Can you tell me about
your neighbors4?
B: Sure. My neighbors are pret-
ty friendly. We always chat
when we see each other. We
even used to5 barbecue togeth-
er when I was little.
A: That's cool. You don't barbe-
cue together anymore?
B: Not so much. I guess I'm
kind of busy now.
A: OK.

A: (4) What's your home like?
B: It's a two-story house6.
Um…, kind of western style.
We do have a little tatami room,
though.
A: Do you have a yard7?
B: Yeah. That's where we used
to barbecue. My mom has a
garden and she grows some
vegetables and flowers.
A: Sounds nice. I live in a little

apartment8 in the city. The view
outside my window is a big,
concrete wall. (haha)

A: (5) What are some fun
things to do in your neigh-
borhood?
B: Uh…,9 nothing really. It's
kind of boring. So, I usually
hang out10 in Osaka with my
friends.
A: What do you do in Osaka?
B: Um…,11 usually just go to a
restaurant or go shopping.
Sometimes we'll go to a movie.
A: Sounds good.

A: (6) How do you get to
school?
B: I take the train.
A: How long is the ride?
B: About 30, 35 minutes. The
station is a bit far from campus,
though. It takes about 15 min-
utes to walk.
A: Well, I guess that's good ex-
ercise.

A: (7) What do you usually do
on your commute12 to
school?
B: I usually just listen to music.
A: Oh, yeah? Who do you like?
B: Well, recently I'm getting
into13 some classic rock, like
The Rolling Stones and The
Beatles.
A: That's cool.

A: (8) What's something you
don't like about your neigh-
borhood?
B: Um…, it's a little boring! In
the summer it's really hot and
humid14. The cicadas15 are real-
ly annoying16, too.
A: Yeah, they can be really
loud17 sometimes.

A: (9) Where would you like
to live in the future?
B: Hawaii would be nice!
A: Yeah, I'd love to live there
too!
B: I'd need a good job, though.
I hear18 it's very expensive.

A: Yeah, it must cost a lot to
live there.

A: (10) Would you like to live
in a mansion19 someday?
B: Like a real mansion, with
chandeliers20 and stuff21?
A: Yeah, like a super rich
house.
B: Sure! Why not? If I became
super rich, I'd buy a mansion in
Hawaii.
A: Could I come and visit you?
B: Of course! You could live
there as the pool boy22! (haha)
A: (Haha) OK! Yeah! That
sounds great.

Tapescript
Vocabulary
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Classmate Conversation Interview!

Partner’s Name:

Partner’s
Answers

Extra
Information

  1        /

  2        /

  3        /

  4        /

  5        /

  6        /

  7        /

  8        /

  9        /

  10        /

  11        /

  12        /

My Questions
Write two more questions about the topic.

  11

  12
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Our Conversation: Work with a partner and write a

conversation based on today’s unit. Use some of the questions

from the interview and vocabulary from the unit. This will be

performed in front of the class.
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